
Getting Political Support for LCC’s Policies 

30 October 2013 - Meeting Notes (George Coulouris) 

 Speaker: Councillor Phil Jones, Camden 

 Responder: Tom Bogdanovicz 

Phil's remarks 

Phil wasn't even a cyclist until he became Cabinet Member for Sustainability at Camden. But 

he has become convinced that cycling is a perfect policy solution to sustainability needs. 

General 

 Cycling provision is currently 'politically fashionable'  

 In London we have a positive alignment between: 

 LCC 

 the Mayor's vision 

 (some) councils with a constructive approach. 

 Resource constraints: road space and money 

 Boroughs are competitive about the quality of their provision - we should take 

advantage of that 

 it's important to get in on projects early 

 Councils need and appreciate expert advice (such as CCC are giving to Camden) 

Political perception of 'Representative Groups' 

They should: 

 have a genuine constituency (significant numbers they speak for, not a solitary 

blogger) 

 be reasonable, realise they won't get all they want 

 recognise other road user groups, e.g. peds. 

 Give credit where it is due, in public e.g. in letters to the press 

Effective interaction with local government 

 invite councillors to tour the good and bad aspects of cycle provision in their 

borough/ward 

 Don't assume the councillors understand the debate (Phil worked it out on the fly) 

 Link cycling measures to 'better environment from everybody' 

        - public health agenda 



        - social justice - make streets safer 

        - demonstrate validity of arguments with examples 

        - avoid lycra-clad image of cyclists 

 Deal up front with the cost issues - e.g. mention ring-fencing, cycling vision funding 

 Don't be party-political, even subconsciously - not a 'front' for any party 

 Prove that cycling is not a class-related activity 

Thoughts on LCC's position and approach 

 Generally doing well.  

 Currently high-profile - and that's politically important 

 'Big loud campaigning' may have gone as far as it can 

 Now need to engage with local issues and policy implementation. 

 Strongly supports the 2014 plans for ward-level campaigning 

 Suggests getting census 'cycle to work' data for each ward and use them as an intro 

to discussion with candidates 

 make sure that the provision asked for is relevant to ward residents (who may cycle 

in other parts of the borough) 

 be aware that some politicians will say yes to anything as they don't expect to be 

held to it. 

Tom's response 

Tom described the planned approach to the 2014 campaigning at ward level in some detail. 

[See Tom’s slides, which are available here]. 

Discussion 

[Apologies to speakers who are not identified] 

-: Good provision for cycling is a long game. Actions by councillors in one term can kick-start 

the process, but we need to ensure that they are aware and committed to longer-term plan. 

 Phil: councillors really care about their area - we should be ambitious and help them 

to formulate a vision. 

David Lincoln: described his experience in writing to candidates (during 2 by-elections). Gave 

candidates rides around the area, held hustings, photo-opportunities. Got some good 

responses. But: why are they so frightened of the parking issue? 

 Phil: Agrees that explicit actions that reduce parking are difficult, but spaces are 

slowly reducing. 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/lcc_production_bucket/files/6248/original.pdf?1384085278


Alastair Hanton: how can we improve the image of cycling? We are not loved by the general 

public. 

 David Lincoln  get kids on bikes 

 Phil: Agrees. One problem is that those who are most active on local issues are older, 

owner occupiers, not typically keen on cycling 

 Alastair: we are very visible on the streets in the community. Do we make enough of 

that? 

 Jean Dollimore: in our letters to councillors, we should describe what we do on bikes 

and why it is important in our everyday lives. 

Alison Dines: how will the LCC's generic 2014 'asks' be converted to specific requests to 

councillors? 

 Tom: Asks may be on behalf of neighbourhoods (a term that should be more 

meaningful to most voters. Neighbourhood schemes may be within a given ward or 

may overlap several wards) 

 Phil: Make sure asks are so concrete  that candidates/sitting councillors can't just ask 

a council officer for a 'stock' response. 

 Phil: Always approach candidates in a cooperative, positive spirit. Beware of the 

danger that some candidates will think you are trying to 'get at them'. 

-: How to deal with ward issues that affect TfL roads? 

 Phil: Well worth raising with local councillors. Good councils are ready to pursue 

issues with TfL. 

Phil: Every letter to a candidate should ask 'What is in your party's manifesto related to 

cycling' 

George Coulouris: Is it permissible to ask for the council to invest in better staffing (e.g. 

more, better-trained cycle planners and engineers)? 

Phil: More diplomatic to stick to policy issues. Once policy is agreed, the council ought to be 

capable of allocating the necessary resources for implementation. But of course if they ask 

our advice we can discuss implementation resources. 


